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Introduction 
most all of manifold topology has dealt, quite naturally, with metric manifolds. 
The prevalent attitudes about non-metric Hausdorff masGfolds often seem to be 
radically divergent: either complete ignorance of their existence or indiff’erent 
assumption of great similarity to metric manifolds resulting from the local similarity. 
With the example described in the abstract, his paper aises a flag of warning about 
the extent of the global similarity. It is aimed prim&ily at decomposition theorists, 
but it may be noted more extensively, for it reveals that the kinds of results 
achievable locally through (countable) limiting processes might not be achievable 
globally. The author is indebted to Gwendolyn Walton for several useful discussions 
ab this phenomenon, beneficially provoking the example to be displayed. 
ore setting off into the non-metric zone, in which several sets of common 
concepts ordinarily viewed as equivalent take on separate meanings, we spe4f:y some 
important items of terminology and notation. Here, compuct~ss will refer to 
covering compactnes!; (open covers have iinite subcovers), and countable cgnzpact- 
ness will refer to limit point compactness. All manifolds used here will harppen to 
have no boundary, and they will be Hausdorff spaces. The basic ingredient o be 
employed is the long ray [Q, a), a l-manifold (with boundary), obtained from the 
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ordinal space (of ordinals less than the first uncountable ordinal a) by producting 
with [@I) and topologizing with the order topology induced by the lexicographical 
ordering. ‘Thz manifolds actually used, (-a, s1) and (0, a), are variants obtained in 
an obvious manner. 
If p G [0, Q), then fl is [expressible as((Y, t) where cy is an ordinal and t E [0, l), and 
/3 + 1 is understood to be (a + 1, f)~ [O, Q). The reference [3, pp. 41.561 is a useful 
source of information about the ordinals. 
B. Simp$-connect non-metric 2-manifoI& 
There are severa! natural simply-connected non-metric 2=manifolds, namely, 
P = (-a, 0)~ (-II, Sz), the vast plane, 
S=(-+0)x(-I, l), the long strip, 
T= (0, n)x(-l, a), the half-long strip, and 
v = (0, Nx(R a), the vast quadrant. 
The pair of primary interest is T and V, and the point is that they (indeed, every pair 
above) are topologically distinct. 
The space P is unique in that it is countably compact. The space S is unique in its 
behavior at infinity, generally construed; if X denotes any of the spaces above other 
than S, one can easily see that, for each o-compact subset L) of X there exists a 
a-compact closed subset D* of X containing D such that X-D* is connected. For 
X = S, however, the strongest possible general statement isthat there exists a set D* 
such that A’- D* has two components. 
Distingushing between T and V requires more effort. We shall need the following 
lemmas. 
Lem ntinuous function f: [ 1, fi)+ (-1,l) is ultimately capsfcnt ; that is, 
there exist; 0 c [ 1, a) such that f ([ p, S2)) is a point. 
, 
Lemma 2. For any continuous function F from [ 1, fi) x [ 1, a) to (- 1 9 I), there xists 
@ E [ 1, (n) such that F([& fl) x [& fl)) is a point. 
For each CY E [ 1, a), f ([a, a)) is countably compact and, there- 
fore, compact. Hence, there exists tE np f ([a9 a)). We show first that {r) is the entire 
intersection and second that f ultimately assumes the value t. 
Consider s E na f([a, Cl)). In a striaghtforward manner ant can construct a set 
{ai(i=1,2,...}suchthataiE[l,SZ),ai<a i+r, f(a2i-l)= F and f(a&=~ for each 
positive integer i. For the supremum y of {ty1}, 
t = lim f (LIzi- 1) = f (y) = lim f (azi) = S. 
i4aO ido0 
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Let n be a positive integer. Since f + l/ii il n, ~([cY, R)), there exists Pn G [l, 0) 
that @ a&, implies f(p) < r f 1 In. Similarly, there exists yn such that T 2~ y,, 
implies f(y) N - 1 /pt. *Then for any /3 E [ 1, 0) larger than all Pn and 1y,,, f([ p, 0)) = r, 
as required. 
Lemma 2 can be proved essentially with the same argument. 
osi 3. The spaces V’ and Tare topologically &stinct. 
Suppose H: V + T is a homeomorphism, Let r: T = (0,sZ) x (- 1, I)+ 
denote the projection. According to Lemma 2, there exist /3 E [ 1, Q) and 
r~ (-1,1) such that 
BothH(BxW, WandH((P+ W[P, W are countably compacSr, closed, connec- 
ted subsets of the long ray (0, a) x {r) and, therefore, must intersect, contradicting 
the in jectivity of H. 
2. Shrinkable decompositions 
Let G denote an upper semicontinuous decomposition of a space X into compact 
subsets, In the spirit of Bing’s pioneering work [l], but in this more general context, 
one says that G is shrinkable if for every G-saturated oplen cover % of X (that is, 
each U E 4? is a union of elements of G) and for every arbitrary open cover W of X, 
there is a homeomorphism h of X onto itself such that k is lifaited by % (for each 
x E X there exists U E % containing both x and h(x)) and each h(g), where g E G, is 
contained in some element of W. This shrinking condition has bee:n studied by 
numerous authors, in an almost equally numerous variety of l”orms (cf. the discussion 
in [2, p. 921, and also [4]), but all aimed at the same conclusion -* showing the 
decomposition space X/G to be homeomorphic to X. Marin and Visetti [S] recently 
set forth a general result which reduces, in the terminology used here, to tire 
foilowing: If G is a shrinkable decomposition of a complete metric space X, then X 
and X/G are homcomorphic. 
The example limiting extensions of this result is the upper semicontinuorus . 
decomposition of the vast quadrant V (into points and arcs) described as 
G = (V-([I, n)x[I, ~)))u(g,I~ E El, 0)) 
where 
G is a shrinkable decomposition of V but the associated decorqmitim 
space Vf G is not homeomorphic to V. 
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oaf. The substantial spect in this statement isthat G is indeed shrinkable, for the 
second part of the statement is relatively ob~~;ous .- V/G is easily seen to be 
hameomorphic to T and, therefore, is not homeomorphic to V (Proposition 3). 
Let % denote a G-saturated open cover of V and let W denote an arbitrary 
cover of V. There is no loss of generality in assuming (afte taking a refinement 
“W consists of basic open sets and that, in parti lar, the diagonal 
{(y, y)~ VI y E (0, St)} is covered by a subcollection W’ c W of open sets of the (form 
(a, P)x (a, 60 
The immediate goal is to determine a specific limit on how far most of the 
nondegenerate elements of G must be shrunk to make them W-small. To tha 
let F be the function of (0, a) into [0, a) defined as 
F(y) = supremum{cl! E [0, r)] [a, r] x [cy, y) is contained in no WE ?V}. 
Note two key properties: 
(i) F(y)< y for each y E (0, Q), and 
(ii) y c y’ implies F(y)s F(f). 
Exactly as in Theorem 9 2 of [3, p. S5], with (ii) to strengthen the conclusion, one 
finds a POE (0, a) such that p > 00 implies F(P) = F(&). Set yo = F(&)+ 1. Trans- 
lating the functional data into information about W, one sees that for fl a 60 + 1, the 
set 
is contained in some element of W. 
With a construction similar to that in the preceding paragraph anti with an appeal 
either TV Lemmgi 1or to countable compactness, one finds a to E (0, l), close tcl 1, suck 
that for each a! *PO the set 
is contained in some element of %. It is then a simple matter to define a homeomor- 
phism 8 of V to itself such that 
8 = identity ofI U h,, 
aW30 
@(ha) =h, for each (Y 2 PO, 
and 
(Below the diagonal the homeomcrp;tism 6 simply can be a fi*st coordinate- 
preserving product map of [so+ 1,1R)x [to, PO+ l] to itself which equals the identity 
on [PO + 1, Cl) x {to, PO * 1) and sends each ((r, 1) to (cu, ~0); across the diagonal 6 
behaves similarly.) This has been arranged so that 0 is limited by all and, for. 
a 3 PO + 1, each B(g,) is contained in some element of W This accomplishes most of 
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the required shrinking, except for those nondegenerate elements in some cornpact 
(metric!) subset. As such, the image under 6 of the elements g, (1 s Q s jilO-i- 1) 
induces a cellular upper semicontinuous decomposition of the metric %-malnifold 
@((O, PO+ 2)~ (0, PO + 2)), which yields a 2-manifold [B]; therefore, these elements 
can be shrunk by classical means (see [2, Theorem 6.51 or [7, pp. 287-2883) without 
disturbing the rest of what already has been achieved by 8, thereby completil*lI1g the 
required shrinking. 
The instructive feature of the preceding analysis of open covers W of V is the 
consequent revelation that a subset of V is never forced to be a single point by llfirtue 
of its being a subset of a member of each of some optimally selected, countable :i’amlly 
of such covers. In effect, then, a sequence of homeomorphisms 8i shrinking G I:O size 
determined by some open cover ‘S”i lacks the guarantees that the limit map 0 (I I! such 
a map exists) of V to itself realizes the decomposition G, in the sense:! that 
G = {6-‘(u) 1 v E V}. The potential for this occurence motivated the developmI:nt of 
this example and partially explains the somewhat unexpected result givczn in 
Theorem 4. 
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